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Abstract — Building a bot for applications is trending right 

now, because they serve their own API and we can also 

involve another APIs to collaborate and make a functional 

bot. A bot needs a data to be processed, which can be gathered 

from web, specifically its page resource, by a tool for data 

scraping. One of the tools for data scraping is Beautifulsoup4. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

An application needs inputs to be processed. After that, 

the application will yield the result. In the process of the 

application, there might be data to support the progression. 

It can also alter the result later. Some inputs and the 

supporting data are collected from a user. But what if there 

is no user for needed input? What if we need to prepare a 

lot of data in a short time? 

Well, we can use a program to collect a lot of data 

quickly. There’s a method called data scraping. It gathers 

data from web, specifically its page resource. One of the 

tools for data scraping is Beautifulsoup4. Beautifulsoup4 

let us filter which part of the webpage we want to obtain. 

It also comes with a lot of feature to help us sort the data 

we need. 

One of the programs that uses data scraping is 

musicaLine, which is a Line Bot API. The data scrapped 

from the web is lyrics needed to be given to user to be 

guessed the title or the artist of the lyrics. The webpage that 

is scrapped for its lyrics is Metrolyrics. Besides just 

gathering raw data from Metro Lyrics, we still need to do 

data cleansing, which is get rid of or add any additional part 

we need in order to make a better usable data. 

 

II.  LITERATURE STUDY 

A. Line Bot API 

Line Bot API is a bot API that lets us interact with 

individual user through either Line Offcial or Line@ 

account. We can customize our own response that will be 

sent directly and automatically to users that add our bot as 

their friends. We can also send interactive message to users 

from our bot API at any given time. The requests are sent 

using JSON-based APIs.[4] 

 
Figure 1. Schema of Line Bot API  

 

Information is sent from the LINE platform to the user 

when the user either sends a message (message) or 

performs such action such as adding our account as a friend 

(operation).  The information is sent via HTTP to our 

registered URL. Then, a JSON string is generated in the 

request body for operations and it varies depending on the 

type of operation. 

 

B. Data Scraping 

Data scraping is technique to gather data from human-

readable output from another program. The key element 

that differs data scraping from any regular parsing is that 

the output being scraped was intended for display to an 

end-user, rather than input to another program. Data 

scraping usually ignores scraping binary data such as 

images or multimedia data, display formatting, rendundant 

labels, and other information which is irrelevant or hinders 

automaed processing.[1] 

There are three types of data scraping techniques; screen 

scraping, web scraping, and report mining. Screen scraping 

is a practice of reading text data from a display screen. Web 

scraping is extracting data from web through DOM parsing 

which we will go deeper about in this paper. Report mining 

is extracting from human-readable computer reports. 

 

 

C. Web Scraping 

Web scraping software access the World Wide Web 

directly using Hypertext Transfer Protocol or web browser. 

It can be done manually by user software.  

There are some techniques that are considered as web 

scraping. Sometimes the best web-scraping technology is 

human’s manual examination and copy-and-paste. It is 
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good at filtering what we need but takes a lot of time to 

finish the task. We can also use text pattern matching to 

find what we’re looking for with the help of such as UNIX 

grep or regular-expression pattern matching. Static and 

dynamic webpages can also be extracted by posting HTTP 

requests to the web server using socket programming. 

Another technique is DOM parsing which retrieving data 

based on the DOM (Document Object Model) tree that is 

controlled and parsed by browsers. 

 

D. Beautifulsoup4 

According to Beautifulsoup4’s documentation webpage, 

Beautifulsoup4 is a python library for pulling out data out 

of HTML or XML files and it works with wny parser we 

choose to provide idiomic ways of navigating, searching, 

and modifying the parse tree. Beautifulsoup4 saves a lot of 

hours of work. 

Beautifulsoup4 reads the parse tree and users can filter 

the data needed by specifying the DOM element. For 

intance, if we want to get the title of the webpage, we can 

just tell Beautifulsoup4 to get the element <title>. 

Beautifulsoup4 will retrieve the first specified element it 

finds. Moreover, we can have a list of the DOM element 

needed by telling Beautifulsoup4 to find all the DOM 

element specified. 

 

III.   METHODS AND TOOLS 

A. Scraping Tools 

For the data of the lyrics, we will be scraping using 

Python with the help of Beautifulsoup4. We also need to 

import ‘request’ library in order to HTTP request the link 

we want to scrape. The data we received will be stored in 

JSON form. There are some methods to scrape the lyrics; 

by link, by artist, or by text file (a list of artists). There are 

also some methods made in separated files to involve API 

from Genius to get proper artists’ data, while the lyrics are 

scraped from Metrolyrics. 

Before building the scraping methods, first, the Python 

file receives input from user through the ‘argv’ by 

importing ‘sys’ and read/write external file by importing 

‘os’. Because the data will be stored in JSON form, we also 

need to import ‘json’ to the Python file. Therefore, we need 

to create .json file first to store the data and specify the 

filename in our program of that .json file. 

To scrape by one link, the file need an input from the 

user which is the link from the Metrolyrics. For instace, 

when we want to scrape ‘Hello’ lyrics by Adele, we can 

insert “http://www.metrolyrics.com/hello-lyrics-

adele.html” as the input. So when we execute the program 

we add two input, which is the .json file to store the result 

and the link, it goes like this: 

 

 
Figure 2. Command Line to Execute Scraping by Link 

 
Figure 3. Result of the Scraping in JSON Form 

  

To scrape by artist, we need to be smart about the pattern 

the website uses to draft the artists. If we take a look to the 

artists’ profiles, they have common pattern for their 

website links. 

 
Figure 4. List of Some Links to Artists’ Lyrics 

 

We see that all of them starts with the Metrolyrics 

domain, artist’s name (with stripe replacing space), stripe, 

lyrics, and ‘.html’. We can use this pattern by inserting the 

the input to the pattern. The program then executes the 

method to scrape by link, because in the webpage of the 

artist’s lyrics, there are links to the lyrics to be scraped, 

which can be used as the input to scrape by link. It goes 

like this: 

 
Figure 5. Command Line to Execute Scraping by Artist 

 

To scrape by file, we list the name of the artists and use 

the file path as the input of the program. It will then 

executes program to scrape by artist one by one. 

 
Figure 6. List of the Artists 
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Figure 7. Command Line to Execute Scraping by File 

 

The process to get the lyrics from DOM tree is actually 

simple. First, we need to inspect the page resource of the 

webpage and find the where the lyrics is and what element 

that wraps it. For Metrolyrics, all of the lyrics are wrapped 

in ‘p’ element with an attribute ‘class’ called ‘verse’. 

 
Figure 8. Metrolyrics’ Lyric Page Resource 

 

Now, in the program, we parse the webpage we have 

requested. To get the title of the song and artist we use 

Beautifulsoup4 to find the title element and get its text. The 

title we retrieved contains the song title and the name of 

the artist, all white spaces replaced with striped. We slice 

the text on the part where it separates between the song title 

and the name of the artist. After that, we remove the stripes. 

To obtain the lyrics, we use Beautifulsoup to find the 

element ‘p’ that has class ‘verse’. All of the lines of the 

lyrics then accumulated into one variable. In the end, all 

the data scrapped returned from  the method to be stored to 

.json file specified. 

 
Figure 9. Scraping with Beautifulsoup4 

 

 

B. API Tools 

In able to make the bot works functionally, we use Node 

JS to manage requests and responses.  The interaction file 

defines what message the bot needs to receive in order to 

respond such a specified message. It also use the .json files 

which is the data of the lyrics that will be shown to the 

users. Moreover, it will sum the score and manage 

randomizing songs and lyrics for the user to guess. 

The bot can only work in group chat. It will also store 

the score of the group and will show the leaderboard 

globally. There are two category to play with this bot, 

which is western or local songs. Each category will 

randomize whether the users have to guess the title of the 

song or the artist of the song. The bot will automatically 

redact the title in lyrics given. 

 
Figure 10. The Interaction Between the Bot and the 

User 

 

IV.   RESULTS 

The tools synergized creating a functionally work Line 

Bot, with hundreds of adders. It has also collected with 

more than 300,000 score points. Adding more data of lyrics 

can just be done by running the scraping program, it 

doesn’t have to change a lot of configurations. 

With data scraping, we have successfully collected more 

than 400 lyrics. All of them have been throught data 

cleansing (to remove unnecessary part of the lyrics or 

repeating verses). Their other data, such as artist and 

artist’s aliases, has been verified with Genius API, so that 

users can guess it correctly with more possible options. 

 

V.   DISCUSSION 

Scraping a webpage to collect its data may be considered 

illegal. So, we need permission from the 

organization/individual responsible for the webpage. There 
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are some webpages that are already restricted, in which the 

restricted webpages couldn’t be parsed. 

The idea of having a lot of files per method might be 

good to manage the files really well, but it might be 

considered not effecient. It can be redundant. There are 

three files for scraping, three for editing the artist’s profile, 

and two for data cleansing. All of them separated for the 

sake of convenience of testing a program. It could be made 

with lesser files for the easiness on managing and looking 

file, while also give more efficiency on executing the 

programs. 

 

VI.   CONCLUSION 

Data scraping, or web scraping specifically, is not as 

hard as what we imagine it would be. By using 

Beautifulsoup4, we can parse the webpage into a DOM 

(Document Object Model) tree and filter the data we need. 

This saves us a lot of hours of work to gather data needed 

for our application. The data then stored in JSON and will 

be parsed by the bot to be processed, which is later shown 

to the users. The bot API use the data that has been through 

cleansing process and calculate the scores of the users 

guessing the song title or artist of the lyrics. The hard work 

has finally paid off to create a working Line Bot API that 

had a lot of adders. 
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